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LONG-TERM GOALS
The ever increasing pace of improvement in the state-of-the-art high performance computing
technology promises enhanced capabilities for the next-generation atmospheric models. In this
project we primarily consider incorporating state of the art numerical methods and algorithms to
enable the Nonhydrostatic Unified Model of the Atmosphere
(http://faculty.nps.edu/fxgirald/projects/NUMA), also known as NUMA, to fully exploit the
current and future generations of parallel many-core computers. This includes sharing the tools
developed for NUMA (through open-source) with the U.S. community that can synergistically
move the knowledge of accelerator-based computing to many of the climate, weather, and ocean
modeling laboratories around the country.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project is threefold. The first objective is to identify the bottlenecks of
NUMA and then circumvent these bottlenecks through the use of: (1) analytical tools to identify
the most computationally intensive parts of both the dynamics and physics; (2) intelligent and
performance portable use of heterogeneous accelerator-based many-core machines, such as General
Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU or GPU, for short) as well as Intel’s Many Integrated
Core (MIC), for the dynamics; and (3) intelligent use of accelerators for the physics. The second
objective is to share and extend the tools we use to develop code that is portable across threading
APIs (achieved by using OCCA https://libocca.org) and has portable performance (by using
Loo.py http://mathema.tician.de/software/loopy). The features we are adding to OCCA and
Loo.py under this project are targeted first to help our many-core acceleration of NUMA effort but
could be generally applicable to many scientific computing codes from the general climate,
weather, and ocean modeling laboratories around the country. The third objective is to implement
NEPTUNE (Navy Environmental Prediction sysTem Using the NUMA corE) as an ESMF
component allowing NEPTUNE to be used as an atmospheric component in a coupled earth
system application. A specific outcome of this objective will be a demonstration of a coupled
air-ocean-wave-ice system involving NEPTUNE (with NUMA as its dynamical core), HYCOM,
Wavewatch III, and CICE within the Navy ESPC. The understanding gained through this
investigation will have a direct impact on the Navy ESPC that is currently under development.
APPROACH
Following the lead of various DoE labs [2], we propose to adapt NUMA to accelerator-based
many-core machines in a step-by-step process to achieve our first objective. At each step we are
developing mini-apps which are self-contained programs that capture the essential performance
characteristics of different algorithms in NUMA. Note that NUMA contains both continuous
Galerkin (CG) and discontinuous Galerkin (DG) modes for discretization. This plan to partition
the development of the heterogeneous architecture version of NUMA into small chunks of work
that can be handled somewhat independently will allow us to produce (at every stage of the work
pipeline) a result that is beneficial not only to the NUMA developers and user groups but also to
the larger climate, weather, and ocean modeling community. The many-core mini-apps that will
be developed will include:
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Dynamics
Explicit-in-time CG a continuous Galerkin discretization of the compressible Euler
mini-app with explicit time integration;
Explicit-in-time DG a discontinuous Galerkin discretization of the compressible Euler
mini-app with explicit time integration;
Vertically Semi-Implicit CG a continuous Galerkin discretization of the compressible
Euler mini-app with vertically implicit semi-implicit time integration;
Vertically Semi-Implicit DG a discontinuous Galerkin discretization of the compressible
Euler mini-app with vertically implicit semi-implicit time integration;
Once the performance of a mini-app is accepted it will be considered for adoption into NUMA.
Extending the kernels in NUMA is being lead by Giraldo and his postdoctoral researcher Abdi.
We will also make these mini-apps available to the community to be imported into other codes if
desired. Wilcox is working closely with Warburton and his team to lead the effort to develop the
mini-apps including hand rolled computational kernels optimized for GPU accelerators. These
kernels are “hand-written” in OCCA, a library Warburton’s group is developing that allows a
single kernel to be compiled using many different threading frameworks, such as CUDA, OpenCL,
OpenMP, and Pthreads. We are initially developing hand-written kernels to provide a performance
target for the Loo.py generated kernels. Parallel communication between computational nodes will
use the MPI standard to enable the mini-apps to run on large scale clusters. Using these
community standards for parallel programing will allow our mini-apps to be portable to many
platforms, however the performance may not be portable across devices. For performance
portability, we, lead by Klöckner, are using Loo.py to generate OCCA kernels which can be
automatically tuned for current many-core devices along with future ones.
The second objective is to expand (as needed by the mini-apps) the OCCA and Loo.py efforts,
lead by Warburton and Klöckner. These will be extended naturally in tandem with the
requirements that emerge during the development of the mini-apps. We will take a pragmatic
approach where features will only be added as they are needed by the mini-apps or will aid in the
transition of the mini-app technology back into NUMA. For the sharing part of the objective, both
OCCA and Loo.py are open source and can be downloaded from https://github.com/libocca/occa
and https://github.com/inducer/loopy, respectively. They are operational and are ready to be
evaluated for use in other projects. As it warrants, we will give presentations and demonstrations
of the tools to help increase their adoption.
The third objective, lead by Campbell, is to implement NEPTUNE as an ESMF component. This
will be done in collaboration with the developers of NEPTUNE at NRL Monterey. Once
NEPTUNE has been made a component, we will move to running the coupled air-ocean-wave-ice
system involving NEPTUNE (with NUMA as its dynamical core), HYCOM, Wavewatch III, and
CICE within the Navy ESPC.
WORK COMPLETED
In the course of this project we plan to carry out the following work items:
1. identify current bottlenecks in the NUMA modeling system;
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Activity

Months:

0–12

Identifying bottlenecks
Explicit dynamics
Vertically-implicit dynamics
3D Implicit-Explicit dynamics
Transition many-core kernels into NUMA
Adapt Loo.py
Develop source translation tool
Many-core CPU Kernels
Implement ESMF in NEPTUNE
Assess Performance
Disseminate work (Publications)

../
../

../
../
../

13–24
../
../
../
../
../
../
../

25–36

../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../
../

Table 1: Time-line of proposed activities for different months of the project. The
triangle symbol indicates activities that have started.
2. port the explicit time-integration portion of the dynamics onto many-core devices;
3. port the implicit-in-the-vertical dynamics onto many-core devices;
4. although not part of the original proposal, we have also ported fully implicit-explicit
time-integration (in all three-dimensions) dynamics onto many-core devices - the challenge
here was to port all of the iterative solvers, preconditioners, and the fully three-dimensional
implicit machinery (highlighted in red in Table 1);
5. port relevant physics onto many-core devices;
6. transition many-core kernels into NUMA;
7. adapt the Loo.py code generator for the needs of the project;
8. develop a source-to-source translation capability built on Loo.py to facilitate the NUMA
transition;
9. implement ESMF interfaces for many-core components;
10. implement NEPTUNE as an ESMF component;
11. assess performance against current modeling suite.
Following the feedback from the sponsor, the tasks of Implement ESMF in mini-apps and Moisture
have be replaced with Many-core CPU Implementation in the final year. Porting to many-core
CPU architecture, such as the Knights Landing, has been completed. We achieved this by
modifying the existing GPU kernels to work for CPUs as well using OpenMP and a
one-element-per thread approach. The management plan for these work items is shown in Table 1.
Below is a summary of the progress on these work items up to this date.
Identifying bottlenecks in NUMA During the first two years of this project, we have
completed two major tasks in identifying bottlenecks in NUMA. The first is the incorporation of
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p4est1 into NUMA to enable efficient mesh generation on large distributive memory machines.
The second is the unification of the CG and DG NUMA Fortran codes in preparation for using the
kernels developed in the mini-apps.
As NRL Monterey was using NUMA, it became clear that mesh generation was a bottleneck for
scaling NUMA on large distributive memory systems. During this collaboration, we (along with
Dr. Tobin Isaac and other members of the NUMA team) incorporated p4est into NUMA (for
more details see Müller, Kopera, Marras, Wilcox, Isaac, and Giraldo [9]).
The current version of NUMA in NEPTUNE only has continuous Galerkin (CG) discretizations
and thus only a particular CG data layout. A separate, scalable, discontinuous Galerkin version of
NUMA (call it numa3dDG) has been folded back into the master branch of NUMA. This new
version of NUMA is capable of handling two data layouts for CG and one for DG — similar to the
unified construction of numa2dCGDG_AMR, the 2D adaptive mesh refinement version of NUMA.
This unification in the 3D code unifies all NUMA codes into a single code-base which will greatly
simplify the further improvement of the model (for more details about the unified NUMA code see
Abdi and Giraldo [3]).
Explicit Dynamics The original CG/DG mini-app, gNUMA, with the hand-written OCCA
kernels has been fully incorporated and extended in NUMA (for more details see Abdi, Wilcox,
Warburton, and Giraldo [5]).
Based on the scalability success of incorporating p4est into NUMA and looking to the future of
supporting adaptive-mesh refinement (AMR), we decided to use p4est in our mini-app. Doing
this, we have created a new mini-app, bigNUMA (bfam2 integrated gNUMA), which currently solves
the Euler equations (with local DG based diffusion) using a DG discretization on multiple
accelerator devices with MPI+OCCA.
The host code of bigNUMA differs from gNUMA but they currently share the same device code.
Working with NPS Assistant Professor Jeremy Kozdon (one of the authors of bfam) we have
developed the infrastructure needed to build hp-adaptive DG discretizations using OCCA on
multiple devices using MPI. This includes dynamic adaptivity and works for the isentropic vortex
benchmark.
The bigNUMA mini-app is currently being extended and incorporated into NUMA by Giraldo and
Kozdon under a different ONR grant.
Implicit-Explicit (IMEX) Time-Integration of the Dynamics Operational numerical
weather prediction software often use IMplicit-EXplicit (IMEX) methods where the process in the
vertical direction is solved implicitly while that in the horizontal direction is solved explicitly.
IMEX time integration methods sidestep the constraint imposed by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
1p4est

is a C library to manage a collection (a forest) of multiple connected adaptive quadtrees or octrees in
parallel. It can be used to efficiently generate adapted computational meshs needed for CG and DG codes like
NUMA. The code is open-source and more information can be found at http://p4est.org.
2
bfam is a set of tools to develop coupled discontinuous Galerkin and multi-block summation-by-parts methods
to solve multi-physics problems which uses p4est for mesh manipulation. More information can be found at
http://bfam.in/
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Figure 1: Overview of OCCA API, kernel languages, and programming model
support. See libocca.org for tutorials and documentation
condition on explicit methods through corrective implicit solves within each time step. Abdi and
Giraldo fully ported all the IMEX methods available in NUMA to many-core processors. The
unconditional stability of IMEX means the relative speedup of IMEX over explicit methods can
increase substantially with the Courant number as long as the accuracy of the solution is
acceptable; for example, for some simulations it is possible to achieve a speedup of 100X over
explicit methods when using Courant numbers of, say, C=150 3. Several improvements on the
IMEX procedure were necessary in order to improve the performance obtained with explicit
methods such as: a) reducing the number of degrees of freedom of the IMEX formulation by
forming the Schur complement; b) formulating a horizontally-explicit vertically-implicit (HEVI)
1D-IMEX scheme that has a lower workload and potentially better scalability than 3D-IMEX; c)
using high-order polynomial preconditioners to reduce the condition number of the resulting
system of the fully 3D-IMEX problem; d) using a direct solver for the 1D-IMEX method which has
a constant cost for any Courant number. Without all of these improvements, explicit time
integration methods turned out to be difficult to beat. We have validated our results with
standard benchmark problems in numerical weather prediction and evaluated the performance and
strong scalability of the IMEX method using up to 4192 GPUs. The results regarding the
implementation of the IMEX methods in NUMA on many-core architectures can be found in Abdi,
Giraldo, Constantinescu, Carr III, Wilcox, and Warburton [4].
OCCA Over the course of this project various contributions and enhancements have been made
to OCCA focused on improving the robustness, capabilities, and usability of the OCCA many-core
portable parallel threading run-time library. The OCCA library contributes a component to the
efforts of the ESPC-AOLI NOPP team to “future proof” simulation frameworks against upheavals
in many-core programming models and many-core architectures.
OCCA offers multiple language API support for programmers. Library support exists for C, C++,
C#, Python, Julia, and MATLAB. These interfaces have been complemented with a native F90
front end to accommodate the atmospheric modeling community preference for Fortran. See
3The

Courant number given is with respect to the fastest waves in the system - for the Euler equations it
represents the Courant number based on the acoustic wave speed.
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Figure 1 for an overview of the OCCA infrastructure. Documentation of the OCCA system is
underway at http://libocca.org. OCCA adopts the accelerator offload model of OpenCL and
CUDA but extends this approach to allow a single kernel to be executed through OpenMP, CUDA,
OpenCL, and pThreads.
During this year’s focus on computing on many-core CPUs we have looked to a new backend using
the Intel SPMD Program Compiler (ISPC). ISPC is a compiler that supports single instruction,
multiple data programming vectorization on Intel CPUs and the Xeon Phi. We have implemented
a basic ISPC OCCA backend that we are using to explore the performance of the gNUMA
mini-app kernels on CPUs.
We have also looked at using the OpenMP backend for use on the Knights Landing (KNL) with
which we have found very good results that are comparable to our previous results using the GPU.
The existing GPU kernels had to be modified to work with OpenMP and a different approach of
using one-element-per thread instead of the one-node-per-thread approach of the GPU. Moreover,
it was necessary to have a fully vectorized code (16 floats/ 8 doubles can be processed in one go),
when using the OpenMP approach on the KNL. We have re-written our kernels to work with
float1, float4 and float8 vector intrinsics and obtained speedups of upto 2.5X.
Transition many-core kernels into NUMA This development initially began with kernels
from the min-apps gNUMA. However, many of the kernels had to be rewritten in order to make
them better integrated into the NUMA code (e.g., the volume kernels). In addition, new kernels
for the IMEX solvers had to be written from scratch and are now part of the full NUMA software
that is ready for distribution to the U.S. Navy (when the need arises).
After year 2, the first stage of unification of the CG and DG codes was completed [3]. This resulted
in a single code base that can solve the Euler equations using either CG or DG. Using this as a
base the development of an OCCA enabled version of the explicit code has been completed [5].
Adapt Loo.py and develop source translation tool The objective for this part of the work
is to provide a path towards performance-portable code that is easier and more approachable than
writing GPU code by hand, yet provides more control and better performance than is possible
with fully automatic approaches [7]. A newly found perspective is that Fortran will be used as a
sort of domain-specific language, precisely specifying what, mathematically speaking, is to be
computed, while at the same time algorithmic and performance aspects are specified in separate,
transformation-based code. Transformation machinery has been built that can exactly match the
loop and parallelization structure of a highly optimized hand-written kernel [6]. We have now
reproduced the handwritten GPU derivative kernels from gNUMA in Loo.py effectively splitting
the algorithm for the schedule of instructions [8].
Many-core CPU Kernels With this year’s focus on many-core CPU and Xeon Phi kernels (as
suggested by the sponsor) we started by searching for a kernel backend. In a perfect world
OpenCL would have been such a backend but it is unclear if Intel will continue supporting this
going forward on the Xeon Phi. So we move to an ISPC backend that supports Xeon and Xeon
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Phi many-core devices. We further added support to Loo.py to output ISPC kernels which are
executed with the OCCA host API.
We started by implementing micro-benchmarks, such as Sustainable Memory Bandwidth in High
Performance Computers (STREAM), to understand the different performance characteristics of
kernels running on the these devices instead of GPUs. As our kernels are memory bound, it quickly
became apparent that non-uniform memory access was going to be one of the main issues that will
hinder our kernels. For now we have decided that we are going to run our kernels with one MPI
process per non-uniform memory access domain to avoid these non-uniform memory access issues.
We are currently using Loo.py’s transformations to explore the performance of gNUMA kernels on
many-core CPUs such as the Xeon Phi. For the current derivative kernel we are investigating we
are within a factor of two of using the maximum memory bandwidth.
Once we figure out a viable set of transformations, our goal is to document the steps of using
Loo.py and OCCA to develop a performance portable Euler solver in an article.
In addition, our approach of using OpenMP + Vectorization (float4/float8) directly within the
NUMA code-base has given us very good results on many-core CPU and the Intel Xeon Phi
(Knights Landing). Below, we discuss the roofline plots and vectorization results of this portion of
this work. The approach we use for vectorization is unique in that we vectorize across the tracers.
NUMA often has 8 or more variables to solve, so operations such as computing derivatives,
divergence, gradient and curl operators can be done for all of the 8 variables at once. We tested
this approach against standard loop-vectorization and found it to give much better results.
Implement ESMF in NEPTUNE The implementation of ESMF in NEPTUNE is currently
in the design and prototype phase. A study of the NEPTUNE code is complete and the set of
code changes required for preparing NEPTUNE to interface with ESMF as a component in a
multi-model system have been identified. Prior to implementation, the code changes will be
coordinated with the NEPTUNE team. A prototype ESMF module for NEPTUNE is underway.
Assess Performance We are continuously assessing performance of all of the different
strategies for running code on many-core processors. The first assessment this year was the
assessment of OCCA kernels in the NUMA code on explicit dynamics detailed in the RESULTS
section below (and in Abdi, Wilcox, Warburton, and Giraldo [5]). The second assessment concerns
the tests we conducted with OCCA kernels in the NUMA code on fully 1D and 3D
Implicit-Explicit time-integrated dynamics. We describe in detail these results in the RESULTS
section and present them in more detail in Abdi, Giraldo, Constantinescu, Carr III, Wilcox, and
Warburton [4].
Communications with the community The communication with the community this year
has been mainly done through publications and conference attendance. For example, Dr. Daniel
Abdi presented the results of the NUMA Many-core work at the NCAR Multi-Core Workshop in
September 2016. PI Giraldo will present results at the Nvidia GPU GTC meeting in Washington
DC in October 2016.
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RESULTS
Here we list some of the main results since the beginning of this project.
NUMA on CPU-based Computers
NUMA now has the capability of using p4est as a mesh/communication pattern generator which
has enabled NUMA to scale to over 777,600 cores using 3.1 million MPI threads on Mira,
Argonne’s 10-petaflops IBM Blue Gene/Q system [9]. In addition, this capability was transitioned
to NRL Monterey and was a critical component to NEPTUNE’s number one ranking for the
strong scalability benchmark in the “technical evaluation of HPC suitability and readiness of five
Next Generation Global Prediction System (NGGPS) candidate models to meet operational
forecast requirements at the National Weather Service.”4
NUMA on Nvidia GPUs
To get NUMA ready to run on many-core devices we began the transition from CPU-based to
many-core based with the mini-apps developed in the first year of the project (e.g., gNUMA).
However, as the many-core version of NUMA matured we had to write new OCCA kernels in order
to port ALL of the NUMA model in order to fully exploit many-core computers. The first result
with NUMA using OCCA (OKL) is presented in [5]. In that paper we benchmarked NUMA in two
ways: (1) using a weak scaling study on the Titan supercomputing system at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory; and (2) by comparing the single node kernels to a roofline performance model.
Running on GPUs, the multi-device implementation of NUMA with the OCCA kernels reuses the
tested and proven method for indirect communication between GPUs by copying data to the
CPUs. The scalability of this multi-device implementation has been tested on a GPU cluster,
namely, the Titan supercomputer which has 18688 Nvidia Tesla K20 GPU accelerators. The
scalability result in Figure 2 shows that NUMA with the OCCA kernels is able to achieve 90%
weak scaling efficiency on tens of thousands of GPUs. Different implementations of the unified
CG/DG model are tested, where the best performance was achieved by DG with overlapping
computation-communication to hide latency. The single node performance of the computation
kernels in NUMA has also been evaluated and are presented in Figure 4. More details about the
single node and parallel performance can be found in Abdi, Wilcox, Warburton, and Giraldo [5].
The numerical weather prediction community is mostly interested in strong-scalability results due
to limitations placed on simulation time for a one day forecast (e.g., NOAA’s 4.5 min wallclock
time for a 1 day forecast). Therefore, we evaluate the strong scalability performance of NUMA,
first, using explicit time-integration. For this test, we consider three grid resolutions, namely 13km,
10km and 3km, on a cubed sphere grid. The results in Fig. 3 show that 512, 1024 and more than
4096 K20X GPUs are required to meet a hypothetical 100 min wallclock time limit for a one day
forecast. This motivated us to implement IMEX methods in NUMA that can significantly reduce
the time to solution by increasing the time step size. This was a significant undertaking as IMEX
requires a significant amount of infrastructure. PI Giraldo and Dr. Emil Constantinescu (Argonne
National Laboratory) implemented the original CPU-based IMEX infrastructure in NUMA, but
the challenge in the course of this grant was to port all of that infrastructure to the GPU which
4 http://www.nws.noaa.gov/ost/nggps/DycoreTestingFiles/AVEC%20Level%201%20Benchmarking%

20Report%2008%2020150602.pdf
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Figure 2: Scalability test of Multi-GPU implementation of NUMA: Weak
Scalability of NUMA (running explicit time-steps) for up to 16384 GPUs on the
Titan supercomputer is shown. Each node of Titan contains a Tesla K20 GPU.
The test is conducted using the unified implementation of CG and DG with and
without the overlapping of communication with computation. DG benefits from
overlapping of communication with computation as the figure clearly shows;
overlapping helps by hiding latency of communication between the CPU and GPU.
More details can be found in Abdi, Wilcox, Warburton, and Giraldo [5].
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Figure 3: Strong scalability tests on a global scale NUMA simulation using
explicit time stepping and grid resolutions of 13 km (6 × 112 × 112 × 4 elements
at N=7), 10 km (6 × 144 × 144 × 4 elements at N=7) and 3 km (6 × 448 × 448
× 4 elements at N=7). The number of GPUs required to fulfill a target 100 min
wallclock time for a one day forecast is about 512, 1024 and 8192 GPUs for the
13km, 10km, and 3km resolutions, respectively.
was tackled by Dr. Daniel Abdi (a key member of PI Giraldo’s research group). The results in Fig.
8 show that 3D-IMEX gives a constant speedup of 5X over the RK method and brings down the
target wallclock time limit to 20 min for the same number of GPUs. We are currently in the
process of reducing the memory consumption of 1D-IMEX, which has given us upto 100X speedup,
to work with the problem size to show that we can achieve 4.5 min wallclock time requirement of
NOAA with a modest number of GPUs.
NUMA on Intel’s Knights Landing Xeon Phis
In addition to running NUMA on Nvidia hardware, we also conduct tests on Intel’s Xeon Phi
‘co-processor’ Knights Landing (KNL); the KNL is more like a standard CPU with many cores
that allows threaded programs to run without code modifications. Because we used OCCA for
programming both the CPU and the GPU, we did not need to rewrite the GPU kernels for KNL.
However, we added vectorization support for the KNL that was not fundamentally necessary for
the GPU. Moreover, the way OCCA kernels are run on the CPU is through what is known as an
element-per-node approach where one or more elements are processed with a single OpenMP
thread, while a node-per-thread approach is used on the GPU. This design yields optimal
performance on both the CPU and GPU. The KNL has 64 or more cores that are able to execute
4 threads per core simultaneously.
In Figs. 5a - 5b, we show the GFLOPS/s and GB/s of our kernels on the KNL using the OpenMP
translation of the OCCA kernels. Due to the lack of tools for evaluating individual kernel
performance on the KNL, we use the ‘hand-counting’ approach for measuring the number of
FLOPS performed and bytes transferred per second. As expected, the volume and diffusion
kernels show the highest rates of floating point operations at about 210 GFLOPS/s, which is
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and Giraldo [5].
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Table 2: Knights Landing (KNL) test: 64 physical cores with upto 4 hyper-threads
per core. Time to solution of a 3D rising thermal bubble problem is given in
seconds. The optimal number of threads for NUMA is running 2 tasks (threads or
processes) per core – 128 tasks overall on a single KNL processor. No difference
in performance is observed between threads and cores.
Processes
128
64
32
16
8
4
2
1

Threads per process
1
2
64 128 256
4
8
16
32
83.2 96.82
100
101 82.4 94.94
184
101 81.72 93.7
101 82.49 93.88 97
101 82.3 94
102 84 98.17
104 86.44 102
107 90.7 110

about 7% of peak performance in double precision (3 TFLOPS). The IMEX time-integration
update kernel shows maximum bandwidth usage along with other similar kernels such as the No
Schur form right hand side evaluation kernels that are bottlenecked by the data transfer rate. The
bandwidth usage differs significantly depending on the type of RAM used for storing the data, for
which two types are available on the KNL. The high-bandwidth RAM (440 GB/s MCDRAM) of
the KNL is about 5X faster than the standard DRAM4 (90 GB/s peak). The results shown here
use all of the 16GB MCDRAM in cache mode. This means we did not need to modify our code,
however, better results could potentially be obtained by managing memory ourselves. We can see
that the time update kernel, the No Schur form right-hand side and result ‘extraction’ kernels get
close to peak bandwidth usage using the cache mode while most other kernels are far from
reaching peak. Looking at the roofline plots, most kernels are memory-bound with the volume and
diffusion kernels close to being compute bound.
One can run on the KNL with a standard MPI program without OpenMP; however, a hybrid
MPI-OpenMP program could perform better as threads could be more ‘lightweight’ than processes
and also because communication between threads is faster through shared memory. The results in
Table 2 show that there is not much difference between using threads or processes on the Knights
Landing (KNL) – which was somewhat a surprise to us as we hoped to gain some benefit from
adding OpenMP support. The least amount of time to solution is obtained on the diagonal of the
table where 128 tasks are launched per KNL device. Deviating from this optimum by using either
1 thread per core or 3 threads per core results in a significant increase in time-to-solution. The
largest time-to-solution obtained using 128 MPI processes is about 7% slower than one using
purely OpenMP with 128 threads. More details on running NUMA using implicit time-integration
on either Nvidia GPUs or Intel’s KNL can be found in Abdi, Giraldo, Constantinescu, Carr III,
Wilcox, and Warburton [4].
Implicit-Explicit NUMA Dynamics on Many-core Computers
High order ARK IMEX methods can be used to improve the accuracy of the results especially
when a large Courant number (larger time step) is used. We can see in the bottom left plot of Fig.
13
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Figure 5: Performance of NUMA kernels on the KNL are shown in-terms of
GFLOPS/s, GB/s and roofline plots to illustrate their efficiency. The test is done
with MCDRAM mode set as cache.
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million nodes.
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Figure 7: The relative speedup of IMEX over RK for NUMA at different Courant
numbers is shown for the acoustic wave problem solved on a cubed sphere grid of
6 × 10 × 10 × 3. At CV = 150 (Courant number with respect to the vertical direction),
a relative speedup of about 20X is observed using the second order Additive Runge
Kutta (ARK2) scheme. If we, instead, use the 1D-IMEX Schur form with a
direct solver, we get a speedup of upto 100X.
7 that the higher order ARK3, ARK4 and ARK5 still give significant speedups over using an
explicit RK method. The value of using high-order IMEX methods is that since the time-error is
proportional to O(∆t k) where k is the order of the time-integrator, then we will incur smaller
errors while using large time-steps when k is sufficiently large.
The scalability of 3D-IMEX time-integration on a multi-GPU cluster is evaluated using grid
resolutions of 13 km, 10 km and 3km achieved using 6x112x112x4, 6x144x144x4 and 6x448x448x4
elements, respectively, at polynomial order 7 5. We can see in the scalability plot in Fig. 8, that
the IMEX method shows a scalability that is as good as the explicit method for all resolutions,
while achieving about a 5X relative speedup. IMEX achieves target wallclock minutes at fewer
number of GPUs than the explicit time integration method. For example, on the coarse grids,
IMEX requires about 64 GPUs to achieve a target 100 min wallclock time while RK requires 512
GPUs for the same target; IMEX brings down the wallclock minutes below 10 min if we use the
same number of GPUs for both, i.e. 512. Therefore, we can conclude that IMEX plays an
important role in decreasing both the wallclock minutes on a single-node machine and also the
number of nodes required to achieve a specified target wallclock minutes on multi-node clusters.
Although this result is well-known on CPU computers, it is not as obvious on many-core
computers, particularly for GPUs. There exist very few works in the literature on porting IMEX
methods to the GPU - to our knowledge the work described here is the first time that fully
3D-IMEX has been implemented on many-core for an atmospheric model.

notation 6 × Ne ξ × Ne η × Ne ζ denotes 6 panels of the cubed sphere grid with Ne ξ × Ne η elements on each
panel with Ne ζ elements in the radial direction.
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Figure 8: Strong-scalability of 3D-IMEX NUMA on multiple GPUs for grid
resolutions of 13 km (6 × 112 × 112 × 4 elements at N=7), 10 km (6 × 144 × 144 × 4
elements at N=7) and 3 km (6 × 448 × 448 × 4 elements at N=7).
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LOO.PY and Semi-Auto-Tuned Kernels
Next we provide some results published in Klöckner, Wilcox, and Warburton [8] about using
Loo.py to transform generic Fortran code into kernels (similar to the hand written kernels in
NUMA) for use with methods for solving Euler’s equations. For example, here is the code for the
volume derivative in the r element reference direction:
subroutine refFluxR(Ne, Nq, geo, D, q, rhsq, p_p0, &
p_Gamma, p_R)
implicit none
integer*4 Ne, Nq, e, i, j, k, n
real geo(Nq,Nq,Nq,11,Ne), D(Nq,Nq)
real rhsq(Nq,Nq,Nq,8,Ne), q(Nq,Nq,Nq,8,Ne)
real
real
real
real

U1, U2, U3, Rh, Th, P, Q1, Q2, Q3
U1flx, U2flx, U3flx, Rhflx, Thflx
Q1flx, Q2flx, Q3flx, p_p0, p_Gamma, p_R
g11, g21, g31, Jinv, udotGradR, JiD

do e = 1, Ne
do k = 1, Nq
do j = 1, Nq
do i = 1, Nq
do n = 1, Nq
!$loopy begin tagged: local_prep
U1 = q(n,j,k,1,e)
U2 = q(n,j,k,2,e)
U3 = q(n,j,k,3,e)
Rh = q(n,j,k,4,e)
Th = q(n,j,k,5,e)
Q1 = q(n,j,k,6,e)
Q2 = q(n,j,k,7,e)
Q3 = q(n,j,k,8,e)
g11
g21
g31

=
=
=

geo(n,j,k,1,e)
geo(n,j,k,2,e)
geo(n,j,k,3,e)

Jinv = geo(i,j,k,10,e)
P = p_p0*(p_R*Th/p_p0) ** p_Gamma
udotGradR = (g11*U1 + g21*U2 + g31*U3)/Rh
!$loopy end tagged: local_prep
JiD = Jinv*D(i,n)
!$loopy begin tagged: compute_fluxes
U1flx = U1*udotGradR + g11*P
U2flx = U2*udotGradR + g21*P
U3flx = U3*udotGradR + g31*P
Rhflx = Rh*udotGradR
Thflx = Th*udotGradR
Q1flx = Q1*udotGradR
Q2flx = Q2*udotGradR
Q3flx = Q3*udotGradR
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Nq

Ne

Wall Time
(ms)

4
8
12
16

55 300
6910
2050
864

3.20
1.36
4.26
6.46

4
8
12
16

55 300
6910
2050
864

1.78
2.07
2.21
2.12

4
8
12
16

55 300
6910
2050
864

5.54
3.29
5.35
5.54

GFLOP/s

Bandwidth
(GBs−1 )

Radeon R9 FURY X
206
168
816
395
367
126
312
83.3
GeForce GTX TITAN X
369
302
538
260
709
244
254
953
Tesla K40c
119
97.1
338
164
293
101
364
97.1

Table 3: Performance of the Loo.py optimized horizontal volume kernel for
different numbers of per-element grid points. Note, the total number of DG grid
points is equal between runs. The FLOP/s and bandwidth are estimated, not
measured. Here there are Ne elements with Nq3 points per element.
!$loopy end tagged: compute_fluxes
rhsq(i,j,k,1,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,2,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,3,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,4,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,5,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,6,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,7,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,8,e)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end subroutine refFluxR

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

rhsq(i,j,k,1,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,2,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,3,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,4,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,5,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,6,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,7,e)
rhsq(i,j,k,8,e)

-

JiD*U1flx
JiD*U2flx
JiD*U3flx
JiD*Rhflx
JiD*Thflx
JiD*Q1flx
JiD*Q2flx
JiD*Q3flx

Using the transformations detailed in Klöckner, Wilcox, and Warburton [8], this Fortran code is
used to generate a horizontal volume kernel similar to the hand-written one in NUMA. We
assessed its performance on various GPUs and present the results in Table 3. From this assessment
we find that there is a sensitivity of the performance based on the number of points in a given
direction of the element, Nq.
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IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Ensuring that the U.S. gains and maintains a strategic advantage in medium-range weather
forecasting requires pooling knowledge from across the disparate U.S. government agencies
currently involved in both climate and weather prediction modeling. The new computer
architectures currently coming into maturity have leveled the playing field because only those that
embrace this technology and fully commit to harnessing its power will be able to push the frontiers
of atmosphere-ocean modeling beyond its current state. The work in this project is critical to
developing and distributing the knowledge of accelerator-based computing that will support the use
of the new platforms in many of the climate, weather, and ocean laboratories around the country.
TRANSITIONS
Improved algorithms for model processes will be transitioned to 6.4 as they are ready, and will
ultimately be transitioned to FNMOC.
RELATED PROJECTS
The Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF) together with the NUOPC Interoperability Layer
form the backbone of the Navy ESPC software coupling infrastructure. We will enable the
many-core mini-apps and NUMA to be used as components in the Navy ESPC by implementing
them as a NUOPC compliant ESMF components. This will bring our work the ESPC community
enabling coupling to codes from other projects such as HYCOM and Wavewatch III.
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